


 

 CZESŁAWA KWOKA, CHILD VICTIM OF AUSCHWITZ, AS SHOWN IN 
HER PRISONER IDENTIFICATION PHOTO TAKEN IN 1942 OR 1943.

THIS PICTURE IS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN IN THE UNITED STATES
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CHILDREN IN THE HOLOCAUST

DURING THE HOLOCAUST, CHILDREN WERE ESPECIALLY VULNERABLE TO DEATH PERFORMED 
BY THE NAZI REGIME. 
ACCORDING TO ESTIMATIONS, 1.5 MILLION CHILDREN, NEARLY ALL JEWISH, WERE MURDERED 
DURING THE HOLOCAUST, EITHER DIRECTLY OR AS A DIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF NAZI ACTIONS.
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CHILDREN IN THE HOLOCAUST

SCAN WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE

 t that time the Nazis advocated killing children of 

unwanted or “dangerous” groups in accordance 

with their ideological views, either as a part of the 

Nazi idea of the racial struggle or as a measure of 

preventive security.

In particular they aimed Jewish children, but also targeted eth-

nically Polish children and Romans (also called Gypsy) children 

along side with mental or physical defects (disabled children).

The Nazis and their collaborators killed children both for these 

ideological reasons and in retaliation for real or alleged partisan 

attacks.

Early killings were encouraged by the Nazis in action T4, where 

children with disabilities were gassed using carbon monoxide gas, 

starved to death, given phenol injections to the guts, or hanged.

We do not have the right to deny this, let alone forget, I repeat: No 

civilized people, worthy of their belonging to the human race, have 

the right to forget!
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right to deny this, 
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repeat: No civilized 
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their belonging to 
the human race, 
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forget!
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CHILDREN IN THE HOLOCAUST

LILIANA SEGRE
 

“ TATTOOED WITH THE SERIAL 
NUMBER 75190”

BY FC

Her speech to the European Parliament moved and 
shaken the opinion of all those present. It is fright-
ening to think that a  89-year-old woman may be 
subject to intimidation in social media and by self-
styled far-right politicians with a shameful name: 
Alessandra Mussolini and Matteo Salvini in the lead.
Liliana Segre, who was sent to the notorious 
Auschwitz death camp at 13, has been subjected to 
a barrage of anti-Semitic messages in recent days. 
It comes after Ms Segre, an Italian life senator, called 
for parliament to establish a committee to combat 
hate.
The motion passed despite a lack of support by It-
aly’s right-wing parties. Members of the nationalist 
League party, led by Matteo Salvini, the center-right 
Forza Italia and the far-right Brothers of Italy all ab-
stained from the vote in Milan last week.
The motion called for the establishment of an ex-
traordinary commission in Italy to combat all forms 
of racism, anti-Semitism, incitement to hatred and 
violence on ethnic and religious grounds.

Some of the threats have been so serious that the prefect of Milan, Renato Saccone, held a meeting on Wednesday 

with the committee for security and public order, where it was agreed that Ms Segre needed police protection.

The measures that were approved include Ms Segre being accompanied in public by two paramilitary carabinieri 

officers.

Meanwhile, the Milan public prosecutor’s office said it had opened an investigation into the hate messages targeting 

the senator and had requested the assistance of Italy’s anti-terror police. Ms Segre was born in Milan in 1930. She fled 

Nazi persecution in Italy with her father in December 1943.

“I FEEL LIKE A MARTIAN IN THE 
SENATE”.

 



Born in 1930 into a Milanese family of Jewish origins, in 1938 Segre was expelled from her primary school after the promulgation of Italian Racial Laws. 

In 1943 she was arrested with her family and deported to the Auschwitz concentration camp. The only survivor among her relatives, after the end of 

the war in 1945 she returned to Milan. In the 1990s she started to speak to the public, especially young people, about her experience.

CHILDREN IN THE 
HOLOCAUST

licensed picture from CC BY-SA 4.0

It was very difficult for my relatives to live with a 
wounded animal like I was: A little girl who came 
back from hell, from whom obedience and resig-
nation was demanded. Soon I learned to keep my 
tragic memories and deep sadness to myself. No-
body understood me, I was the one who had to 
adapt myself to a world that wanted to forget the 
painful events that had just past, that wanted to 
start again, eager for fun and carefree.

Liliana Segre was tattooed with the serial number 75190. She was 

employed in forced labour in the Union ammunition factory, which be-

longed to Siemens, for about one year. During her imprisonment, she 

underwent three other selections. In January 1945, after the evacu-

ation of the camp, she faced the death march towards Ravensbrück 

concentration camp in Germany. After some weeks spent there in 

terrible conditions, she was marched on to its satellite Malchow con-

centration camp where she was liberated by the Red Army on 1 May 

1945. Out of the 776 Italian children aged 14 or younger who were 

deported to the Auschwitz concentration camp, only 35 survived.

After the Nazi Holocaust, Segre moved to the Marche region where 

she lived with her maternal grandparents, the only surviving mem-

bers of her family. In 1948 Liliana met Alfredo Belli Paci, a Catholic 

who had also survived the Nazi concentration camps, where he was sent for refusing to join the Italian Social Republic. The 

two married in 1951 and had three children. For a long time, Liliana never wanted to speak publicly about her experience 

in concentration camps. Like many Holocaust children, returning home and to a “normal” 

life was far from easy. Liliana Segre also remembers that she did not find in those years 

any ear willing to listen to her. It was only in the early 1990s that she decided to inter-

rupt her silence: since then she went to school assemblies and conferences to tell young 

people her story, also on behalf of the millions of others who shared it with her and who 

have never been able to communicate it. In 1997, she was among the witnesses of the doc-

umentary film Memoria, presented at the Berlin International Film Festival.

 



Neo-fascism and a populist glorification of Mussolini's 
WWII regime is contaminating Italy's culture and politics, 

from street gangs to 
intellectual salons to the highest levels of government. 
And weak, divided liberal democrats are struggling to 

respond 

“
“

BY ARIEL DAVID

BLACK IS BACK
     How Fascism Is Fashionable in Italy (Again)

he latest chapter in Italy’s culture wars 

played out last year at the Turin Book 

Fair, one of the country’s major cultur-

al events and one of the largest book 

fairs in Europe. A publisher linked to 

the neo-fascist party CasaPound had rented a stand. 

Altaforte Edizioni was planning to showcase its latest 

publishing coup: Matteo Salvini, the firebrand anti-im-

migration ex-interior minister and driving force behind 

Italy’s populist government, had chosen them to pro-

duce a book-length interview with him.

Altaforte also publishes a far-right magazine called “Il 

Primato Nazionale” (“The National Imperative”), whose 

covers have included a photo of American Jewish bil-

lionaire George Soros headlined “The Puppet Master” 

and another billing Pope Francis a “subversive” for his 

relatively liberal views.

The publisher’s catalogue includes a heavy selection of 

titles glorifying Italy’s fascist past, including a graphic 

novel based on Benito Mussolini’s diary as a soldier in 

WWI, and revisionist history books such as ‘Para Bel-

lum,” which claims that World War II was started not 

by Hitler and his allies but by U.S. President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt.

The news of the publisher’s participation sparked out-

rage amongst Italian and European literati. Several top 

names and organizations threatened to boycott the 

fair, including the Auschwitz Museum, which was sche-

duled to hold an event there with Holocaust survivor 

and writer Halina Birenbaum.

Altaforte’s owner, Francesco Polacchi, had a field day 

giving interviews to the media, denouncing what he 

called an attempt to silence free speech.
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“Yes, I am a fascist, and Mussolini 
was Italy’s best statesman,” he said 
in one interview. “The true evil in this 
country is anti-fascism. 

After initially saying that they couldn’t prevent Altaforte 

from renting a stand, the Turin Book Fair organizers back-

tracked and banned the publisher from taking part. Chiara 

Giannini, the journalist who authored Altaforte’s book on 

Salvini, compared herself to Holocaust survivors: “I have the 

greatest respect for those who survived the concentration 

camps,” she told Italian media. “They suffered a restriction 

of their freedom, just like I am now suffering a restriction of 

my freedom.” So all’s well that ends well? Hardly.

The Turin affair is only the tip of the iceberg in a broad of-

fensive by Italy’s extreme right, aiming to normalize fascist 

ideas and bring them back into the political mainstream 

and intellectual discourse.

After Mussolini’s fall, fascism still continued to enjoy sup-

port in the dark corners of Italy’s ideological spectrum. It 

survived amongst military veterans and ultra-conserva-

tives nostalgic for a past era, the same crowds who regular-

ly congregate at Mussolini’s tomb to mark important dates 

in his biography. It has spread as a folkloristic subculture 

of souvenirs and gadgets bearing the Duce’s effigy, from 

wine bottles to sugar packets. But it especially thrived as 

a counter-cultural alternative for disaffected youths, find-

ing a particularly strong base amongst the groups of racist 

far-right soccer fans for whom fascist salutes and violent, 

paramilitary-style clashes with police or rivals are a regular 

feature of their behavior in and out of the stadiums. It is in 

this environment that some of the most virulent anti-Sem-

itism is also found, to the point that “Jew” has become the 

most offensive insult fans of rival teams can sling at each 

other. This form of bigotry is almost routine in Italian sta-

diums but made international headlines when fans of the 

Lazio team distributed stickers - intended to insult their ri-

vals - bearing an image of Anne Frank wearing the Roma 

team jersey. 
CONTINUE  ON THE NEXT PAGE

 



Currently the country’s most popular politician his ideological roots are not connected to fascism: the League started out as a separatist movement advocating for the independence of Italy’s rich north from the underdeveloped south.But Salvini has 

successfully courted the far-right vote and has done more than any of his predecessors to bring fascist ideas back from beyond the pale.
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Unlike Germany’s denazification, Italy, as a republican and 

democratic country, has never fully taken stock of its fascist 

past and unequivocally distanced itself from Mussolini’s re-

gime.

At least since the 1990s, it has been common practice for 

even mainstream conservative politicians to peddle the nar-

rative that Il Duce “made a mistake” in allying with Hitler and 

passing anti-Jewish laws, but that 

the rest of his two-decade authori-

tarian rule was largely benign. This 

fantasy, handily debunked by his-

torians, was repeatedly promoted 

by former prime minister Silvio Ber-

lusconi, who famously claimed that 

“Mussolini never killed anyone.” 

Its most recent amplifier is Antonio 

Tajani, the president of the EU Par-

liament and a longtime Berlusconi 

ally, who in the runup to the up-

coming European elections chose 

to remind the world that Mussolini “did positive things.” 

The dictator’s very own granddaughter, Alessandra Mussolini, 

has had a long and storied career as member of parliament for 

various right-wing parties, and stated proudly in a 1992 inter-

view that: “I’m a Mussolini. I believe in [my grandfather] and 

what he did for Italy.” And now more descendants of the Duce 

are joining the political fray, including a bombastically named 

great-grandson: Caio Giulio Cesare Mussolini, who’s running 

for an EU parliament seat with the far-right Brothers of Italy 

party. He’s described Italy’s wartime fascist regime as “a very 

complicated, complex period…You can’t define it in terms of 

right or wrong, good or bad,” and asked if the fascist salute was 

banned then why the communists’ clenched fist should not 

equally be outlawed. But Italy’s neo-fascists have no greater 

ally than Matteo Salvini: interior minister, deputy premier and 

leader of the xenophobic and Eurosceptic League party.   

So it is no wonder that, as in other countries, the neo-fascists of 

Italy see this as a moment pregnant with potential to bring their 

ideas out of the soccer stadiums and the impoverished periph-

eries and back into the cultural and political mainstream.

Leading the charge is CasaPound, a neo-fascist party; one of its 

high-ranking militants is Polacchi, owner of the Altaforte pub-

lishing house. CasaPound means “House of Pound” - a homage 

to the pro-fascist American poet 

and anti-Semitic propagandist 

Ezra Pound. It was founded in 2003 

in Rome as a grassroots far-right 

organization that supported illegal 

house squats as a response to the 

city’s housing crisis.

According to Italian police, over 

the last decade, hundreds of its 

militants have been arrested or 

placed under investigation for 

crimes including violent attacks 

on immigrants, minorities, political 

opponents and journalists who had exposed their ties to the 

criminal underworld.  

On one hand, CasaPound displays the militaristic pageantry 

beloved of neo-fascist movements: at its demonstrations, bur-

ly skinheads wearing black shirts and bomber jackets march 

through the streets sporting nationalist symbols and flashing 

the fascist salute. But it also shows a savvy versatility by fielding 

slick, soft-spoken candidates at elections and gaining popular 

support through its social programs such as free food distribu-

tions to the needy and other forms of aid.The party failed to win 

any parliamentary seats in the last elections - largely because 

many of its potential votes were ably drained by Salvini’s League 

- but lately it has attempted to rebrand itself with a veneer of 

intellectualism. Alongside projects like Altaforte, an increasing 

social media presence and its own radio station (Radio Band-

iera Nera, or Black Flag Radio), it has been hosting a series of 

high-profile political debates at its headquarters in Rome, in-

viting major mainstream politicians and media personalities to 

discuss the issues of the day.

Currently the country’s most popular politician his 

ideological roots are not connected to fascism: 

the League started out as a separatist movement ad-

vocating for the independence of Italy’s rich north 

from the underdeveloped south.But Salvini has suc-

cessfully courted the far-right vote and has done 

more than any of his predecessors to bring fascist 

ideas back from beyond the pale.
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 This has caused a split within the moderate intelligentsia 

(as no doubt CasaPound intended) between those who feel 

that participating in such events promotes the normaliza-

tion of a violent and anti-democratic party and those who 

feel that boycotting them leaves their extreme views unan-

swered. The controversy over CasaPound’s cultural offen-

sive is particularly robust given that the movement won’t 

renounce the use of violence as a political tool. Just last 

week, there were reports that some of its militants physically 

threatened a Roma family that had moved into a neighbor-

hood on the outskirts of the capital: their only ‘crime,’ in the 

eyes of CasaPound’s thugs, 

was that they had been as-

signed council housing that 

should have gone to ‘real’ 

Italians.

CasaPound is not the only 

far-right movement using 

the current political climate 

to push their normalization. 

Another example is the 

recent World Congress of 

Families, which took place in Verona and which gathered 

anti-LGBT, anti-abortion and anti-feminist activists from 

around the world. 

The event was backed by local authorities, controlled by the 

League, and included Salvini among the speakers. Mem-

bers of CasaPound and other neo-fascist movements had a 

strong presence, in what to many observers looked like the 

founding meeting of a joint ideological platform between 

the League, neo-fascists and Catholic fundamentalists. This 

alliance clearly feels so solid and well supported that just 

this week, a group of militants from Forza Nuova – another 

neo-fascist movement – rallied in St. Peter’s Square during 

the pope’s Sunday prayer service to protest Francis’ views 

on immigration, which many on the far right consider too 

liberal. The police were reluctant to intervene. Meanwhile, 

the opposition to this fascist renaissance has been divided 

and scarce.  

 Boycotting or ignoring these forces seems equally danger-

ous, while engaging in actual debate with them can only 

be interpreted as a sign of their increasing legitimation. 

In Italy, as in other western countries, racists, bigots and 

assorted extremists already achieved a critical level of nor-

malization the moment that new leaders, backed by larg-

escale popular support, tolerate or even support fascist 

ideas and actions for their own personal gain - irrespective 

of whether they don’t completely agree with them.

And the neo-fascists are committed to the long haul, and 

to incremental, if escalating, achievements: as the Alta-

forte publishers declared, 

after their expulsion from 

the Turin book fair: it “will 

not stop us, but will fuel 

our fire for ideas and cul-

ture. You can’t bend books 

to your will. #IoStoConAlta-

forte.” The hashtag #IStand-

WithAltaforte trended for 

days in Italy.

This leaves progressives, 

liberals and defenders of democracy fighting a losing, 

rearguard action to protect, at this stage at least, what are 

relatively elite cultural spaces. They may win a battle or 

two, as they did in Turin, but they are still losing the war, 

because they’re not weakening the grassroots support of 

the country’s new populist masters.

Only by offering a viable political alternative and address-

ing Italy’s economic malaise, high unemployment, job 

insecurity, growing inequality and the other deep-seated 

factors that pushed voters into the arms of the far right in 

the first place can there be any hope of reversing this rising 

tide of hate and bigotry.

Unless a strong liberal, pro-democracy movement can win 

back the hearts and minds of Italians, fascism will continue 

to contaminate ever wider spheres of public life until its 

hold on power and society will become, once again, irre-

versible.

So, what to do about the fascists?

Much like U.S. President Donald Trump has done 

for white supremacists with his reiterated fine-

people-on-both-sides remarks, Salvini has also 

promoted the moral equivalence between 

fascism and anti-fascism. He did so recently by 

refusing to take part in celebrations marking 

Italy’s liberation from Nazi occupation, claim-

ing he had “no interest in a fascist-communist 

derby.”
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Political Man
MATTEO RENZI

 Why is Matteo Renzi the most hat-
ed politician in Italy and the most appre-
ciated Italian politician in the world?

We tried to ask this question to Google 
and the most concrete answer was: 

“Is it because the average of Italian’s people 
follows who recognizes at his level or the op-
posite, the enriched, self-made man. The av-
erage Italian, lives on the reflection of others, 
rather than building something of his own.” 

“Renzi is hated because he hasn’t kept a 
“low profile”. Salvini is hated like and more 
than he is;  Monti and Berlusconi have been. 
Conversely, hatred manifested much less to-
wards Letta and Gentiloni.”

BY FC
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MATTEO RENZI AND BARACK OBAMA

 



If at 39 year old  you conquer, after the old Democratic Party (which others called 

“La Ditta”) and immediately after Palazzo Chigi, you can only expect mountains 

of envy. Your story is of such success that anger and envy are rampant like net-

tles in uncultivated fields. In short, Renzi is hated first of all because he exists.

  there are also more subtle political reasons. Italy has always been accustomed to 

a weak, wait-and-see policy that put things off (sometimes decades). The arrival 

on the scene of a subject like Renzi, who goes fast and does things, with a new 

ruling class (many of his ministers had never seen each other before) upsets all the lobbies. Those 

who have interests to defend (from taxi drivers to pharmacists to notaries) really like a weak, uncer-

tain policy, accustomed to postponements and delegation to bureaucracies. In a such  context, it is 

enough to threaten a strike or to run some good bribes and the games are done.

But

M A T T E O RENZI

 you try to restore a role to politics, making it become 

strong again (here is Renzi’s arrogance) then you are 

looking for trouble. All the small lobbies in the country, 

accustomed to dialogue with the old politics for years, are alarmed and go to war. In essence, this is a 

country that has always been accustomed to a weak policy, without a real plan and open to any compro-

mise. Beyond the things he says, Renzi is detested a priori because he aims for a strong policy, which 

he decides. And this, across the country, is a tragedy: do you want to see that Uber really arrives and 

that the public administration discovers computers and becomes faster?

Instead
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MAN IS BY NATURE A POLITICAL ANIMAL 
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A social instinct is implanted in all men by nature, and 

yet he who first founded the state was the greatest of 

benefactors. For man, when perfected, is the best of 

animals, but when separated from law and justice, he 

is the worst of all; since armed injustice is the most 

dangerous, and he is equipped at birth with arms, meant 

to be used by intelligence and virtue, which he may use 

for the worst ends. Wherefore, if he have not virtue, he 

is the most unholy and the most savage of animals, and 

the most full of lust and gluttony. But justice is the bond 

of men in states, for the administration of justice, which 

is the determination of what is just, is the principle of 

order in political society.

ARISTOTLE ON POLITICAL MAN AND THE CONDITIONS OF THE DEMOCRATIC ORDER

“

  PHOTOGRAPH: FILIPPO MONTEFORTE/AFP/GETTY IMAGES
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 Salvini, former interior minister and leader of the League, 

plunged Italy into political turmoil in August after pulling 

the plug on the government as he sought to exploit his pop-

ularity and trigger snap elections. In order to thwart the 

possibility of a fully far-right government, Renzi engineered 

talks between an initially reluctant PD and M5S.

“Sending Salvini home will remain one of the proudest 

things on my CV,” Renzi told La Repubblica.

Nicola Zingaretti, who has revived the PD in the polls since 

being elected leader in March, said it was an “error” to split 

the party. “Especially at a time when its strength is indis-

pensable for the quality of our democracy,” he added on 

Facebook.

The move will make Conte’s job more challenging and com-

plicate policymaking owing to the demands of three differ-

ent political forces. It is unclear what Renzi’s long-term aim 

is. He told the Observer in August that his idea of a PD-M5S 

coalition was to “save Italy” and not reignite his own career.

“He sees this alliance moving too much towards the left and 

missing a big chunk of the electorate who do not identify 

with it … he could grab that 10% and push the system more 

towards the centre,” said Franco Pavoncello, a political sci-

ence professor and president of John Cabot University in 

Rome.

“I don’t think he would go for early elections … he will try 

to keep the government going for at least another couple 

of years.”

Renzi has one of the lowest approval ratings among Italian 

politicians, and pollsters predict his new party could initial-

ly capture 3-5% of the electorate’s support.

Renzi is unpredictable and his bold moves in the past have 

been badly defeated … so we have to see what happens this 

time.

The former Italian prime minister Matteo Renzi has 

quit the centre-left Democratic party (PD) as he carves 

out a political comeback that risks sabotaging the new 

ruling coalition.

Renzi, who engineered the alliance between the PD 

and the anti-establishment Five Star Movement (M5S) 

in order to oust the far right from government and 

stave off snap elections, said he was leaving the par-

ty to form a new centrist force that would “do politics 

differently”.

“The victory we obtained in parliament against pop-

ulism and [the former deputy PM Matteo] Salvini was 

important to save Italy, but it’s not enough,” Ren-

zi wrote on Facebook. “Now is the time to construct 

a house that is young, innovative, feminist … where 

ideas for Italy and Europe are launched. There is an 

enormous space for different politics.” Renzi’s move, 

which was widely anticipated, comes a week after the 

uneasy coalition won a vote of confidence in both hous-

es of parliament.

Renzi said parliamentary groups for the new force 

would be created this week and that 30 PD lawmak-

ers were expected to join him immediately. He told the 

prime minister, Giuseppe Conte, he still backed the 

new coalition and that his move would increase sup-

port for it among the electorate.

Renzi was forced to resign as prime minister in De-

cember 2016 following an embarrassing defeat in a 

referendum on constitutional reform. He then stepped 

down as leader of the PD after its dismal performance 

in general elections in March 2018. Those elections 

led to the creation of a tempestuous alliance between 

M5S and the far-right League.

Renzi’s move, which was widely anticipated, comes a 

week after the uneasy coalition won a vote of confi-

dence in both houses of parliament.



FROM THE GUARDIAN

The Italian foreign minister and 

former leader of the Five Star Move-

ment (M5S) is calling for protests this 

weekend against the government he 

sits in, as Italy appears set for another 

period of political instability.

Luigi Di Maio said the Italian people “must peacefully demonstrate” in Rome on 

Saturday against a system that “wants to cancel our laws”.

The uneasy coalition between the anti-establishment M5S and the cen-

tre-left Democratic party (PD) was formed last year to prevent elections 

that could have brought Matteo Salvini’s far-right League to power, but 

has been seriously weakened by dwindling support for M5S and a steady 

exodus of its elected representatives.

The appeal to protest was ramped after Matteo Renzi, the former prime 

minister who leads Italia Viva, a PD splinter group that is part of the gov-

ernment coalition, on Tuesday threatened a no-confidence vote on the M5S 

justice minister, Alfonso Bonafede, in a row over justice reforms.

 LUIGI DI MAIO HOLDS A NEWS CONFERENCE IN ROME IN JANUARY 2020. PHOTOGRAPH: GUGLIELMO 
MANGIAPANE/REUTERS
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LUIGI DI MAIO CALLS ON ITALIANS TO PROTEST 

AGAINST HIS OWNER GOVERNMENT
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BY SUSANNA CASUBOLO

   MENTAL TRAINING AND PEAK PERFORMANCE

he high-level sport is competition, look-

ing for self improvement and of its per-

formance, the opportunity to discuss with 

your limits and your progress, it is ded-

ication, commitment and motivation. In 

addition to popular athletes who practice at high 

levels, there are many semi-professional athletes 

of disciplines less known and am-

ateur sports that employ several 

hours a day to train to compete 

and achieve high performance. 

The age of the athletes is rising, 

today there are many over thirty 

years who continue to compete obtaining excel-

lent results, this especially in the types of sports 

where a lot of discipline and mental strength is 

required. In endurance sports, for example, there 

are athletes who at forty get the best achieve-

ments of their sporting careers. In order to obtain 

excellent results, in addition to being trained, good 

and lucky, you must also be mentally prepared. 

In sport, in addition to physical training, there is a 

lot of “head” work because sport requires effort, 

the ability to withstand fatigue, emotional pres-

sure, and when defeat comes, get up and try again.

WHAT IS MEN-
TAL STRENGTH?  
WHY IS IT SO 
IMPORTANT?

With the same physical condition that makes a 

difference to an athlete is his own mental prepa-

ration.  As for the physical preparation it takes a 

technician, a trainer for the mental preparation 

it takes a sports psychologist to send the athlete 

of appropriate techniques to automatically scan 

awareness of their own resources to develop and 

fortify, making them even more 

functional. With mental train-

ing, the athlete can embark on a 

path of self-knowledge, acquire 

awareness of their resources, 

improve the level of self-esteem 

and understand how body and mind interact to 

achieve full realization of their potential. Reduc-

ing anxiety, reacting to the negative emotions of 

defeat, preparing for the race, recovering from 

an injury in athletes is possible thanks to a men-

tal training work aimed at the individual need. 

The relaxation and focus techniques, the goal 

setting, the practice of visualization, self-talk, 

the techniques of Minfulness, are used with the 

athlete after having studied the individual needs 

and the objectives to be achieved with the ulti-

mate aim of obtaining a peak performance.
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WHAT IS PEAK PERFORMANCE?
The peak performance is generated by the state of flow, the 

athlete who is in the state of flow performs the athletic ges-

ture in a fluid, spontaneous and creative way, in the total 

absence of worry, distraction and complete safety in their 

abilities. This mental, physical and emotional state leads 

him to peak performance. Flow is a pleasant experience, 

during which you lose track of time and everything that 

does not concern sports performance seems to vanish .

The main characteristic is the feeling of spontaneous joy, 

even of exaltation. The athlete feels extremely well, fully 

identifies himself with what he is doing, attention is di-

rected towards performance, expresses extremely strong 

control over what he is doing, his reactions are in harmony 

with the changes and the needs of performance. 

the flow occurs in the area where individuals are inspired 

to fully express their talent. There is no universal magic 

recipe to obtain it, rather the maximum result is obtained 

by testing the different mental techniques subjectively 

finding the most suitable for individual needs and achiev-

ing the goal, with mental training repeated over time the 

techniques automatically flow exactly as it happens with 

the athletic gesture. A very interesting technique uses 

the EMDR peak performance protocol designed by Lendl & 

Foster. Thanks to the work done with this tool, the athlete 

experiences what it means to try a successful integrated 

sensorial experience. The protocol allows to improve indi-

vidual resources already present or to acquire new ones 

in order to increase the degree of effectiveness in future 

sports performance by the athlete. 

EMDR AND PEAK PERFORMANCE

 The resources used range from the “safe place” to the 

“inner consultant” to “visualization of past successes” 

“internalization of the support team” the “mental room”.

The work with EMDR techniques can act in an integrat-

ed way on different areas: concentration, optimal level 

of activation for maximum performance, tenacity, relax-

ation and activation, control of negative thoughts, use of 

motivating thoughts, management of negative emotional 

states. The work focuses on the athlete’s aspirations and 

future successes, explores his development and that of 

his career in the short term, and aims to teach him the 

right techniques to achieve peak performance.
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BPD
BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER

Borderline personality disorder is a chronic condition that 

may include mood instability, difficulty with interperson-

al relationships, and high rates of self-injury and suicidal 

behavior.

www.bordeline.blog
Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is characterized 

by pervasive instability in moods, interpersonal rela-

tionships, self-image, and behavior. This instability often 

disrupts family and work life, long-term planning, and an 

individual’s sense of identity. 

People with BPD, originally thought to be at the “border” 

of psychosis and neurosis, suffer from difficulties with 

emotion regulation. While less well known than schiz-

ophrenia or bipolar disorder, BPD affects 2 percent of 

adults. People with BPD exhibit high rates of self-injurious 

behavior, such as cutting and elevated rates of attempted 

and completed suicide. Impairment from BPD and suicide 

risk are greatest in the young-adult years and tend to de-

crease with age. BPD is more common in women than in 

men, with 75 percent of cases diagnosed among women.

People with borderline personality disorder often need ex-

tensive mental health services and account for 20 percent 

of psychiatric hospitalizations. Yet, with help, the majority 

stabilize and lead productive lives. 

People with BPD often have highly unstable patterns 

of social relationships. While they can develop intense 

but stormy attachments, their attitudes toward family, 

friends, and loved ones may suddenly shift from ideali-

zation (great admiration and love) to devaluation (intense 

anger and dislike).  

 BY FC

Thus, they may form an immediate attachment and idealize another 

person, but when a slight separation or conflict occurs, switch un-

expectedly to the other extreme and angrily accuse the other person 

of not caring for them at all.
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During the 4th and 3rd millennia BC, Italy was 

home to complex networks of metalwork 

exchange, according to a study published 

January 22, 2020 in the open-access 

journal PLOS ONE by Andrea Dolfini of 

Newcastle University (UK),  and Gil-

berto Artioli and Ivana Angelini of the 

University of Padova (Italy).

Research in recent decades has re-

vealed that copper mining and metal-

work in Italy began earlier and included 

more complex technologies than previ-

ously thought. However, relatively little 

is known about metalwork exchange across 

the country, especially south of the Alps. In 

this study, Dolfini and colleagues sought to un-

derstand how commonly and how widely copper was 

imported and exchanged throughout Late Neolithic (Copper Age) Italy.

The researchers conducted an analysis of 20 copper items, including axe-heads, halberds, and daggers, from central 

Italy dating to the Copper Age, between 3600 and 2200 BC. Comparing archaeological data and chemical signatures 

of these items to nearby sources of copper ore, as well as to other prehistoric sites, they were able to determine that 

most of the examined objects were cast from copper mined in Tuscany, with the rest sourced from the western Alps 

and possibly the French Midi.

 

LATE NEOLITHIC ITALY WAS HOME TO COMPLEX NETWORKS 
OF METAL EXCHANGE

Analysis reveals where prehistoric Italian communities got 
their copper, from Tuscany and beyond

BY CRAIG JONES

EDITOR@NEWSWISE.COM
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These results not only confirm the importance of the Tuscan region as a source of copper for  Copper 

Age communities in Italy, reaching as far as the Tyrolean area home of the Alpine Iceman, but also 

reveal the unexpected finding that non-Tuscan copper was a significant import to the region at this 

time. These data contribute to a growing picture of multiple independent networks of Copper Age 

metal exchange in the Alps and neighboring regions. The authors note that future research might 

uncover other early sources of copper, as well as more details of the interactions between these 

early trade networks. 

The authors add: “The first systematic application of lead isotope analysis (a geological sourcing 

technique) to Copper Age metal objects from central Italy, 3600-2200 BC, has shed new light on 

the provenance of the copper used to cast them. The research has revealed that, while some of the 

copper was sourced from the rich ore deposits of Tuscany, as was expected, some is from further 

afield. This unforeseen discovery demonstrates that far-reaching metal exchange networks were in 

operation in prehistoric Europe over a thousand years before the Bronze Age.”

SCIENCE

http://www. hoffmannpublisher.com


TOO MUCH FOOD...TOO MUCH PAIN?

HOW IS IT POSSIBLE TO DIE BECAUSE WE EAT 
TOO MUCH…? HOW DO YOU GAIN SO MUCH 

WEIGHT ... ...? BUT WHY DON’T YOU GO ON A DIET 
AND GO TO THE GYM ... ...? BUT IT SUCKS, HOW 
CAN HE EAT SO MUCH TO BE REDUCED IN THIS 

STATE… ..?
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BY ROSANNA MAZZITELLI

These are just some of the phrases that are said or 

thought about when observing people with obesity prob-

lems. Yes, because what you think is that those who are 

“fat” have only little will, are lazy, do not want to commit 

to lose weight and do not think that individuals who can 

not stop eating, sometimes until their death medical con-

sequences of being overweight, may have an addiction on 

a par with drug addiction or alcohol. Yes, the thought often 

spread is that you’re an addict and you need only help if 

you can not stop slip into a needle in the arm, but the same 

is not true for those who can not stop eating, sometimes to 

the point of exhaustion.

In recent years there has been growing controversy over 

whether or not obesity can be considered an addiction. If 

we consider, however, that “addiction” means an ever-in-

creasing need for a substance, linked to suffering in the 

event that the substance is not available and a consequent 

commitment by the person to obtain this substance, often 

without evaluating its negative consequences for itself 

and for others, then we can highlight that many obese 

patients show a strong desire for certain foods, suffer if 

they are deprived of them and seek them in all ways while 

being aware of the harmful consequences for their health.

Many researchers are increasingly using the term “food 

craving”, defined as “an intense desire to consume a particu-

lar food that is difficult to resist”. We can therefore speculate 

that whether it is alcohol abuse or that we are talking about 

food abuse, we are faced with individuals who cannot help 

taking that particular substance. This in most cases (in ad-

dition to genetic and environmental factors) occurs because 

the person concerned is unable to face his / her experiences 

of pain and internal psychological needs in a functional way 

for his / her life but on the contrary undertakes a conduct 

harmful and often lethal in itself. 

So whether you swallow food or drink to unconsciousness, in 

both situations food and alcohol serve to cover up the expe-

riences of pain that the person who is dependent on it cannot 

cope without the use of these substances. Yes, because when 

food becomes the only medicine to be able to move forward, 

you cannot stop eating and you find satisfaction and peace 

only through the act of eating, then it is important that the 

person concerned and those around him ask for help to spe-

cialists who can understand what psychological pain is be-

hind the excessive use of food. Those who suffer from this 

addiction lose dignity towards themselves, make their body 

their own prison from which theoretically they could escape, 

but in practice it is much more difficult to leave food than to 

put their pains to the test.
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Quale sottile filo lega insieme l’Ultima cena di Leonardo, il 
Quarto stato di Pellizza da Volpedo, una libreria di libri usa-
ti dalla curiosa insegna: la bottega dei vocaboli scaduti, uno 
smemorato che vaga per la città di Milano, un ragazzino che 
rubacchia libri e le elezioni nazionali?

IN TUTTI I NEGOZI ONLINE E NELLE LIBRERIE



L’IMPERFETTA BELLEZZA 

 

Lettera dall’’ItaliaLettera dall’’Italia

BY 
MICHELE IACONO

LA BUONA POLITICA E LA BUONA AMMINISTRAZIONE

n connotato altamente simbolico del buon vivere 

sociale include inevitabilmente due concetti tra 

loro strettamente correlati: quello politico e quello del-

la buona amministrazione. Il primo esprime la visione 

complessiva dei fini che un gruppo sociale si dà come 

misura dell’agire sulla collettività, ne disegna la geome-

tria, si pone in una prospettiva futura, afferma una serie 

di principi di carattere sociale, economico e culturale, 

in una parola: offre una interpretazione della realtà di 

un territorio come chiave di lettura delle sue potenzial-

ità. Il secondo concetto, l’amministrazione, individua le 

risorse e agisce secondo i fini dell’efficienza affinché la 

vita dei cittadini, - lavoro, scuola, decoro pubblico, at-

tività culturali – sia organizzata dentro la cornice della 

finalità che la buona politica si è data.

In Italia, da moltissimi anni non si ha buona politica e 

purtroppo neanche una buona amministrazione. La po-

litica, dagli 90 del secolo scorso, nella confusione gen-

erata da discordanti interpretazioni su ciò che sia la 

vita pubblica, ha rinunciato al modello generale di una 

visione prospettica della società precipitando in una os-

cillante fase schizofrenica da cui non sembra tutt’ora 

ripresasi. La scomparsa dei partiti e della loro organiz-

zazione sul territorio ha determinato la nascita di movi-

menti  che hanno ulteriomente aggravato la situazione.  

La politica, invece di dettare l’agenda economico/

sociale erga omnes, subisce gli influssi di momenta-

nee richieste di gruppi sociali diventando schiava dei 

sondaggi, legati più alla pancia delle persone piutto-

sto che alle loro menti.

E l’Amministrazione pubblica? Ancora peggio. Di 

fatto, saltando il riferimento politico, neppure l’or-

dinaria amministrazione sembra camminare sulle 

gambe della buona organizzazione. È un dispendio di 

energie, risorse, un rincorrere le emergenze che di 

fatto aggravano sempre più la “normalità” della vita 

sociale nelle grandi e nelle piccole città.

In Italia regna una grande confusione che, né la po-

litica né il popolo riescono a governare. Il perdurare 

di tale stato aumenta ulteriormente il caos; la prova 

di ciò è l’attuale premier italiano che in meno di un 

anno è passato da un governo 5 stelle-Lega di centro 

destra a un governo 5 stelle-Pd di centro sinistra.

La politica in tutto questo dov’è?

U
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mestiere del musicista, nel 

mio caso del cantautore 

è un mestiere strano, un 

equilibrio di parole e musi-

ca che s’incrociano, s’incontrano, si amano per 

non lasciarsi più!

Una bella canzone è sempre un grande incontro 

con la fatalità, con la poesia e con i suoni che fa-

ranno da colonna sonora ad una storia qualche 

volta d’amore, qualche volta no!

L’artista si estenua in un vortice di pensieri 

sfidando un mare di intuizioni in tempesta, dove 

le onde sono sensazioni da accarezzare senza 

ritegno, senza vergogna…Il poeta galleggia 

e non cerca nessun approdo, preferisce nau-

fragare tra la schiuma di una poesia che per una 

imperscrutabile ragione si è fatta sirena e con 

lui gode, mezza nuda e mezzo pesce, nei mean-

dri profondi della creazione, laggiù dove il silen-

zio non è mai d’oro ma melodico e armonioso!

  

Scala Paradiso
BY 
ROBERTO SIRONI
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Quando il cantautore scrive una canzone, 

quella stessa canzone, un attimo prima, era 

solo un’idea astratta che passeggiava tra le 

sue dita, sul bianco e nero di un pianoforte, 

tra le corde di una chitarra quasi sempre mai 

accordata ma perfettamente in simbiosi con 

tutte le affinità di quelle sette note così tanto 

amate da sempre dall’essere umano!

In quella complicità, in quel patto velenoso 

tra l’arte e il tutto, parole e musica si seguono 

e si inseguono, si fondono e si sciolgono per 

diventare un linguaggio universale!

 



ACCO 

 

 può fare una canzone? Si 

dice non molto, ma poi si 

scopre che una canzone 

nella sua inconsapevole 

leggerezza, può cambiare una vita, aprire orizzonti, 

addirittura entrare nella sfera del pensiero universale, 

coinvolgendo le persone, le loro scelte, i loro sogni!...Una 

canzone può diventare un inno o soltanto un ricordo che 

si farà memoria nel tempo, giusto il tempo di ascoltarla!

Le parole diventeranno suoni colti e intelligenti e cerche-

ranno il posto più confortevole e perfetto sull’immenso 

tappeto della musica e le note, convinte da sempre di 

essere musica cominceranno a parlare, a parlarci di sen-

sazioni solo all’apparenza astratte!

Dobbiamo imparare a leggere…A leggere le parole e non 

le intenzioni! Dobbiamo cominciare a dare importanza al 

significato delle parole e non al loro utilizzo!
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E’ un viaggio, e un viaggio sta all’avventura 

come le nuvole stanno al cielo!

Il cielo!...Ecco dove andranno tutte le canzoni!

Il cielo è una conquista verticale e non orizzon-

tale! Non c’è niente di divino nel cielo se non la 

verticalità del concetto…Niente di terreno!…

Lassù la melodia si fa aria e l’armonia diventa 

vento!

Una bella canzone non è mai fine a sé stessa 

ma è la fine di un travaglio, una indescrivibile 

assenza nell’apoteosi di una presenza che si im-

pone nella quotidianità!

I grandi artisti sanno sempre dove finisce il gior-

no e dove comincia la notte dei tempi!

I LIBRI DI ROBERTO SIRONI SONO PUBBLICATI NEGLI USA E NEL RESTO DEL MONDO DA 

HOFFMANN & HOFFMANN LLC, FLORIDA,US.  WWW.HOFFMANNPUBLISHER.COM

https://amzn.to/39tjMvV
http://www.hoffmannpublisher.com
https://amzn.to/2uH16tN
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artista raggiungerà sempre la cima di quel cielo e lo farà perché è il solo 

che può scalare l’impossibile e per farlo non userà la fantasia o il talento, 

non userà la celebrità o il potere, no!...Lo farà perché è il solo viaggio che 

potrà fare nella sua vita e gradino dopo gradino salirà sino a dove le note della musica 

in un cromatismo cosmico diventeranno blu…E saranno quelle note a ricordarci che 

l’eternità, sovente, passa attraverso una canzone, perché in quella canzone ci siamo 

dentro tutti, ognuno nella propria strofa, nella propria melodia, in un’armonia che non 

fa differenze, non dimentica nessuno, in un’euritmia assoluta e permanente!

C’è sempre una scala a ricordarci che la musica è un insieme di gradini sui quali bi-

sognerà salirci per raggiungere quell’eternità!

Qualcuno la chiama creazione, a me piace chiamarla  

                                                                                                     ScalaParadiso!

ACRILICO SU TELA 50X70 DI ROBERTO SIRONI
SCALA PARADISO
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Evolution Social Group is a non-profit social co-

operative and operates on the territory of Roma Capitale 

promoting values of social solidarity, well-being and social 

cohesion. The team that operates within the cooperative 

has diversified expertise and many years of experience in 

the social sector.

FESTIVAL DELLO SPORT INCLUSIVO
OSTIA ( ROMA) IL 6 GIUGNO 2020

The inclusive sports festival will be a sporting event 

dedicated to people with disabilities and integration. It stems 

from an already active voluntary initiative called Oltre la Rete 

promoted by Evolution Social Group in collaboration with the 

beach volleyball school We Beach which organized integrated 

beach volley open days dedicated to people with intellectual 

disabilities with the participation of professional athletes, am-

ateur athletes and beach volleyball lovers.

DONATIONS

HTTPS://WWW.LETSDONATION.COM/CAUSE/

PROGETTI/PROGETTO-NO-PROFIT/1098:FESTI-

VAL-DELLO-SPORT-INCLUSIVO

https://www.letsdonation.com/cause/progetti/progetto-no-profit/1098:festival-dello-sport-inclusivo 
https://www.letsdonation.com/cause/progetti/progetto-no-profit/1098:festival-dello-sport-inclusivo
https://www.letsdonation.com/cause/progetti/progetto-no-profit/1098:festival-dello-sport-inclusivo
https://www.letsdonation.com/cause/progetti/progetto-no-profit/1098:festival-dello-sport-inclusivo
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Per tutti coloro che soffrono  

un segreto non detto appena 

pensato nella vergogna  di 

essere vittime …di se stessiA
R

T

 Lascia che l’accaduto sia banale, anche se folle, come ciò che accade senza il tuo con-
senso, senza  le tue parole, i tuoi pensieri, come la pioggia che ti bagna, ti infradicia, ti fa 
scivolare nel fango, ma tu non le impresti le tue domande, non cerchi spiegazioni… asci-
ugherai e la pioggia non avrà altro potere su di te, che per l’essere  stata un piccolo fatto 

insignificante, che non ti ha suscitato domande”.

DAL 15 MARZO 2020 IN TUTTI I NEGOZI ONLINE E 
DAL VOSTRO LIBRAIO PREFERITO
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CAPITOLO II

Maria Grazia Pia
 
Nata ad Asti il 03/06/1971 ha vissuto fino a 38 anni in un paese dell’Alto Monferrato 
astigiano, 
Montegrosso d’Asti. Vive da 9 anni a Verbania. (VB)
Scrittrice, poetessa, autrice di articoli e saggi filosofici, PhDoctor, traduttrice di opere giuridico-filosofiche
latine, da vent’anni insegnante di lettere alle Scuole Superiori (ora a Milano).
Ha collaborato con il Centro Studi Vichiani e con l’Istituto Italiano per gli Studi filosofici di Napoli per latraduzione dei 
testi giuridici latini di G. V. Gravina, conferenze presso la Sorbona (Paris IV) di Parigi su tematiche legate a Vico, Pascal 
e il Giansenismo (nel 1999 e nel 2005).

 

Maria Grazia Pia

HOFFMANN & HOFFMANN
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IIl padre entra nella stanza, la guarda e la sorprende triste e assorta, si sente rimprovera-

to, esce subito e così è lei a sentire il suo rimprovero. Da quanto non le parla....solo quan-

do viene sorpreso da lei in un gesto abituale, la saluta come a vederla per la prima volta 

e non è uno sguardo di odio, ma è quello di chi si sveglia da un sonno di malattia e deve 

ritrovare la strada, la strada che lo conduce alle vecchie abitudini e a se stesso: la guarda 

come se non l’avesse mai lasciata sola. Lei lo sente quello sguardo e anche a lei soprag-

giunge lo stesso dubbio, la stessa sorpresa di chi credeva di aver smarrito il portafoglio 

e lo trova proprio là dove era giusto trovarlo, non “a posto”, ma dove era abitudine che 

fosse, nel disordine quotidiano delle abitudini. Così quel saluto interrompeva le ostilità: 

anche lei era là dove doveva essere, non “a posto”, perché tipi come loro non riescono 

a starci, ma dove era giusto che fosse. A lui sembrava che non si fosse mai mossa e le 

rinviava la stessa certezza: forse non si era mai mossa, non lo aveva allontanato da sé, i 

fatti, quelli che ti cambiano la vita, come la polvere, avevano solo coperto il luogo in cui lei 

era, bastava un gesto e riemergeva.

 Quel giorno, invece, non la salutò, rimase fermo e cosciente di essere lui l’offeso 

e portò avanti il suo corpo, con quell’ostinazione e lei, generosa, stette al gioco. Non aveva 

voglia di provare quella sensazione di familiarità, mai perduta. Lei aveva tanti compiti da 

correggere, lo lasciò uscire senza un saluto, senza una parola. Non c’era neppure Filippo 

ad accorgersene.

 Quante volte le era salita alle labbra quella parola...”esdesmodontide”, che il 

piccolo Filippo tanti anni prima le aveva riferito e lei aveva faticosamente tradotto, spez-

zandola. Voleva sapere da lui il significato, voleva sapere la verità,  anche se non avrebbe 

cambiato opinione.

 Cosa le sarebbe servita la confessione del marito, quando aveva la certezza, cosa 

le sarebbe servito la sua strenua difesa, quando non l’avrebbe accettata. Eppure, ogni 

volta che lui entrava, aveva voglia di sussurrare la parola, di vedere la sua reazione, certo 

già inquinata dal fatto che lui doveva sapere che lei la conosceva. 

 A cosa serve chiedere se non ascolti, giustificarti se l’altra persona non pensa ad 

ascoltare, accusare se l’altro non farà che difendersi?

CAPITOLO IIA
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Erano trascorsi per questo dodici anni di silenzio: forse Filippo aveva dimenticato, né lei , né il 

marito lo avevano fatto con reciproco sospetto. Il silenzio era il loro spazio. A parte quella sorpre-

sa, quel saluto, quel vedersi e non sapere perché non si parlavano più da tanto. 

Eppure come si fa a vivere vicini e sempre respinti da una parola? Esdesmodontide...

 Tanti anni prima, tanti soprattutto per i pochi di Filippo, solo un attimo prima per i geni-

tori, era successo tutto, tutto quello che avrebbe poi cambiato le loro vite, anche se decisero di non 

cambiarle affatto. Si prese lei la responsabilità di tacere, di avere la sicurezza che fosse l’unica 

cosa da fare, ma al marito negò per sempre la possibilità di spiegare, di smentire, di accusare a 

sua volta: lei lo aveva condannato, non denunciato e lui non poteva avere diritto a nessuna difesa. 

L’impunità non ti concede questa possibilità. Finito l’amore, furono gli anni dell’odio, poi quelli 

dell’indifferenza, lei temeva che ritornassero quelli dell’amore, non se lo sarebbe certo perdonato.

Ormai era tardi, il compito di geografia astronomica sarebbe andato come gli altri, abbastanza 

bene per il padre, mediocremente secondo la madre. Così lei giudicava la vita scolastica del figlio, 

mediocre, come lei era una mediocre insegnante in una mediocre scuola di mediocrità coltivate.

Prese la scala per salire nella camera da letto, al piano superiore della casa, silenziosa e piena di 

parole allo stesso tempo, quelle pensate e non dette. Lei doveva correggere i compiti per il giorno 

dopo, stancamente, non voleva sentire il rumore della cucina in cui il marito preparava il solito té 

e ogni pomeriggio provava ad offrirglielo, ogni volta accettava il rifiuto, come se fosse il rifiuto di 

tutta una vita, ma non si scoraggiava.

 A lei piaceva immaginarselo, stando nella stanza al piano di sopra, mentre preparava 

quel té, filtri e bollitore, la tazza, forse quella che aveva usato per il mate argentino e le piaceva 

ricordarlo come tanti anni prima, quando quel té lei lo aveva accettato, come la vita insieme. Le 

piaceva tornare ad allora, quando lo credeva quello che sognava che fosse, quando lei stessa cre-

deva ancora di poter credere in sè e negli altri.... forse tutto inizia e finisce con la stessa credulità e 

incredulità.Nella sua vita, ad un tratto, tutto si era spezzato e lei passava le giornate a ricomporre 

la stessa scena, come la stessa tazza da té andata in frantumi, eppure tanto cara all’uso e alla 

memoria.

 Solo che quando tutto si era rotto dentro di  lei, non era lì a vedere i pezzi cadere e spar-

gersi ovunque; accorsa in ritardo, aveva trovato solo alcuni pezzi e li aveva composti malamente.

Ritornare indietro o correre avanti.... intanto il figlio era cresciuto, ormai diciottenne, ormai al si-

curo dai pensieri di una madre, dai gesti del padre, ormai adulto eppure legato a quella cantilena 

che lui stesso aveva dimenticato, di cui lei non sapeva il significato e solo a chi mai glielo avrebbe 

svelato, poteva chiederne il senso....  esdesmodontide.
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17 APRILE : BIBLIOTECA CIVICA “U. ECO” DI NIZZA MONFERRATO.  PRESENTAZIONE DEL ROMANZO “RICORDATI DI ME” (LEO-

NE 2020) DI M. PIA E ANTICIPAZIONE MOSTRA D’ARTE APPUNTI AMOROSI DI UN’UMANITÀ IN BOTTIGLIA E PRESENTAZIONE 

DEL LIBRO IN VINO VERITART (HOFFMANN), ACCENNANDO ANCHE ALLE ALTRE PUBBLICAZIONI HOFFMANNN DI PIA E SIRONI 

(ROCKING CHIAR ITALIANO E FRANCESE, ESDESMODONTIDE- RIEDIZIONE ITALIANA CON COPERTINA DI R. SIRONI . 

24 APRILE- 3 MAGGIO: MOSTRA DELLE OPERE “APPUNTI AMOROSI DI UN’UMANITÀ IN BOTTIGLIA” CON VERNISSAGE AL FORO 

BOARIO DI NIZZA  MONFERRATO (ASTI) IL 24 APRILE E ALL’ENOTECA REGIONALE DI NIZZA IL 26 APRILE IN OCCASIONE DELLE 

MANIFESTAZIONI CHE IN QUEI GIORNI AVVERRANNO NELLA CITTÀ E IN PARTICOLARE IL “GIRO DI NIZZA”, OSSIA LA VISITA 

DELLE PIÙ IMPORTANTI CANTINE DELLA CITTÀ PARTENDO PROPRIO DALL’ENOTECA REGIONALE PRESSO CUI AVVERRÀ IL 

VERNISSAGE CON IL LIBRO IN VINO VERITART ESPOSTO GIÀ DAL 17 APRILE (CONTESTUALMENTE ALLA PRECEDENTE PRE-

SENTAZIONE DI M. PIA CON LA PRESENZA DI R. SIRONI).

 

     

PROGRAMMAZIONE 2020A
R

T

HOFFMANN
PUBLISHER

ROBERTO SIRONI
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LUGLIO - AGOSTO : MOSTRE E PRESENTAZIONE DEL LIBRO IN VINO VERITART A VANZONE S. CARLO, 

TORRE MEDIEVALE, (NEL CUORE DELL’OSSOLA, PROVINCIA DI VERBANIA) ORGANIZZATA DAL COMUNE, 

MA IN COLLABORAZIONE CON MINERALP, RIENTRANTE IN UN PROGETTO INTERREGIONALE. 

26 -27 SETTEMBRE: AL CASTELLO DI VOGOGNA (SEMPRE IN VALDOSSOLA), DUE GIORNI DI PRESENTAZI-

ONI LIBERAMENTE GESTITE DA PIA E SIRONI

PROGRAMMAZIONE 2020

HOFFMANN& PUBLISHER
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VENICE FLOODING HIGHLIGHTS CULTURAL ‘TRAUMA’ OF CLIMATE CHANGE

VENICE, THE ITALIAN CITY AND 

CULTURAL MECCA, IS EXPERIENCING 

ITS HIGHEST TIDE IN 50 YEARS, WITH 

CITY STREETS EXPERIENCING SEVERE 

FLOODING. THE MAYOR SAYS IT IS THE 

DIRECT RESULT OF CLIMATE CHANGE 

AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNERS SAY 

IT HIGHLIGHTS THE NEED FOR POLICY-

MAKERS WORLDWIDE TO MAKE TOUGH 

CALLS ABOUT CULTURAL PRESERVA-

TION IN THE FACE OF RISING SEAS.

LINDA SHI IS AN URBAN EN-

VIRONMENTAL PLANNER AND ASSIS-

TANT PROFESSOR IN ARCHITECTURE, 

ART AND PLANNING AT CORNELL UNI-

VERSITY. SHE RESEARCHES HOW CIT-

IES ADAPT TO CLIMATE CHANGE AND 

THE PLANNING AND GOVERNANCE 

CHALLENGES THAT COME WITH ENVI-

RONMENTAL CHANGE. SHI SAYS THAT 

VENICE MIGHT BENEFIT FROM PRES-

ERVATION FUNDING, BUT FEW OTHER 

CULTURAL HERITAGE SITES WILL BE AS 

FORTUNATE.

“Public debates over climate adapta-

tion and resilience generally overlook 

issues around whether and how to pre-

serve cultural heritage – understood as 

historical sites and the human-ecologi-

cal relationships that imbue those sites 

with meaning. Places like Venice high-

light the trauma and loss that climate 

change inflicts on cultural heritage.

“We might one day conceive of retreat-

ing from a downtown business district 

– but would we let Venice go? And if 

not – how much are we willing to pay 

to preserve it? And like the conversa-

tions around preserving big cities ver-

sus smaller cities or rural areas from 

flooding, we might be willing to pay to 

preserve places like Venice, but few 

other cultural heritage sites and sys-

tems will benefit from such attention 

and funding.”

BY JEFF TYSON
JEFF.TYSON@CORNELL.EDU
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CLAUDIA LAZZARO IS A PROFESSOR OF ART HISTORY 

AND VISUAL STUDIES AT CORNELL, AND RESEARCHES ITALIAN RE-

NAISSANCE ART. SHE SAYS PRESERVING VENICE WILL REQUIRE SUS-

TAINED INTERNATIONAL FINANCING.

“Venice’s flooding is as well-known as its charm and uniqueness. The sta-

tistics are overwhelming: 25 to 30 million tourists a year, a grand plan 

for moveable off-shore barriers met with cost overruns, corruption, and 

scientific controversy, and still inadequate to protecting the city. Flooding 

occurs at increasing severity and frequency, now over 60 times a year and 

at this moment covering 75 percent of the city and approaching the level of 

the historic flood of 1966.

“Especially vulnerable is the low-lying Piazza San Marco (St. Mark’s 

Square), the site of structures dating from 800 to the end of the eighteenth 

century, encompassing the history of the Venetian Republic. The damage is 

cumulative: the mosaic floors of San Marco have not recovered from last 

fall’s flooding. Salt water seeps into the brick substructure damaging even 

the mosaics in the church’s vault. The flooding puts at risk paintings and 

sculpture, books and archives, the foundations of the incomparable palaces 

along the Grand Canal, and even the site of the Venice Biennale, the bi-an-

nual international art exhibition.

“Whatever the major cause of the flooding — climate change or the sinking 

city, problems of sewage drainage, rising sea levels, or immense cruise 

ships, saving Venice requires sustained international action and financing.”
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Hawaii  is a state of the United States of 

America located in the Pacific Ocean. It is the only 

U.S. state located outside North America and the 

only island state.

The state encompasses nearly the entire Hawaiian 

archipelago, 137 islands spread over 1,500 miles 

(2,400 km). The volcanic archipelago is physio-

graphically and ethnologically part of the Polynesian 

subregion of Oceania.[9] At the southeastern end of 

the archipelago, the eight main islands are, in order 

from northwest to southeast: Niʻihau, Kauaʻi, Oʻa-

hu, Molokaʻi, Lānaʻi, Kahoʻolawe, Maui, and Hawaiʻi. 

The last is the largest island in the group; it is often 

called the “Big Island” or “Hawaiʻi Island” to avoid 

confusion with the state or archipelago.

 

 Is the 8th-smallest geographically and the 11th-least pop-

ulous, but the 13th-most densely populated of the 50 states. 

It is the only state with an Asian American plurality. Hawaii 

has more than 1.4 million permanent residents, along with 

many visitors and U.S. military personnel. The state capi-

tal and largest city is Honolulu on the island of Oʻahu. The 

state’s ocean coastline is about 750 miles (1,210 km) long, 

the fourth longest in the U.S., after the coastlines of Alaska, 

Florida, and California. Hawaii is the most recent state to join 

the union, on August 21, 1959.[10] It was an independent na-

tion until 1898.

Hawaiʻi’s diverse natural scenery, warm tropical climate, 

abundance of public beaches, oceanic surroundings, and 

active volcanoes make it a popular destination for tourists, 

surfers, biologists, and volcanologists. Because of its central 

location in the Pacific and 19th-century labor migration, Ha-

waii’s culture is strongly influenced by North American and 

East Asian cultures, in addition to its indigenous Hawaiian 

culture.



 

ITALIAN ECONOMY TAKES A BODY BLOW
BY ANDREW WALKER 

BBC WORLD SERVICE ECONOMICS CORRESPONDENT

So far, a number of towns in Lombardy in 

northern Italy have been locked down, with 

very limited numbers of people being allowed 

in or out.

That matters, because northern Italy is the 

country's industrial powerhouse. Lombardy 

alone accounts for 40% of Italian industrial 

output. Milan is Italy's key centre for finance 

and a range of other services.

Milan is not one of the areas covered by the 

shutdown. But even so, major tourist and 

cultural sites such as the cathedral (the Du-

omo) and the opera house La Scala have been 

closed.

Milan is also one of the world's major fashion 

centres. Fashion Week in late February did 

survive - after a fashion, as it were - but it 

was affected. For instance, Giorgio Armani's 

collection was shown without an audience.

Had the coronavirus arrived a few weeks ear-

lier, it seems likely there would have been 

much more disruption to this major event in 

Milan's calendar.

There is some debate about whether the re-

sponse in Lombardy has been too aggressive. 

But it is certainly true that public perceptions, 

well founded or not, translate into decisions 

about whether to travel or go out that have a 

real impact on businesses.

 

Italy was the first European country to re-
port a major surge in cases of the corona-
virus, with numbers quickly climbing into the 

hundreds.
The authorities have responded with travel 

restrictions in the north of the country that 
are bound to hit the economy.

Tourism woes
It is true that even without the virus, another contraction in the current 

quarter would have been a distinct possibility. But the odds have strength-

ened now that economic activity will be hit by the health crisis.

How severe it will be for Italy obviously depends on the unknowable (at 

this stage) course of the disease. How it affects tourism will be an impor-

tant factor. This is not the main season, apart from skiing in the moun-

tains. The areas affected so far are not the main tourist areas. But as the 

summer approaches and if the virus spreads to other areas of Italy, that 

could change.

Already some flights to northern Italy have been cancelled. EasyJet, for 

example, said it was a response to “softening demand” - in other words, 

people choosing not to go there.

Prof Perotti thinks that tourist numbers will go to almost zero in the near 

future. And even if the virus problem goes away by the summer, the in-

dustry won’t quickly get back to normal. “Tourism,” he says, “has a long 

memory.”

He thinks the overall impact on Italy will depend to a large extent on how 

the big economies react, notably the US and Germany.

The message from Prime Minister Giuseppe Conte is: “It’s time to stop 

the panic.” He has called on the national broadcaster to tone down its 

coverage.
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Persistent problem

Italy has struggled with persistently slow growth for many years. So could this health crisis be the factor that tips the 

country into another recession?

By any measure, the Italian economy is in a bad way.

In 2019, total production of goods and services was approximately the same as it was 15 years earlier. What’s more, it 

was still 4% below the level it reached in 2007, just before the financial crisis.

Unemployment is also a persistent problem, especially among young people. The unemployment rate among under-25s 

is 28.9%, with only Spain and Greece having higher figures in the EU.

In the last two years, Italy has also had to contend with weaker global growth and a slowdown in international trade. 

In the final quarter of last year, GDP fell by 0.3%.

Prof Roberto Perotti of Bocconi University in Milan says more of the same is now in prospect:

“GDP will almost certainly shrink this quarter as well, so Italy will technically be in a recession [often defined as two 

consecutive quarters of declining GDP]. It will probably shrink for the whole year,” he says.

Financial squeeze

One consequence of Italy’s protracted sluggishness has been stretched government finances. Its government debt 

is equivalent to 133% of GDP.

In the EU, only Greece exceeds that figure. EU rules for the government finances set a target of 60% or less. Several 

other countries are above that threshold, but Greece and Italy stand out. So Italy could really do without additional 

stress on its government finances.

Prof Perotti thinks the virus could aggravate that problem: “The direct cost of the health intervention, I don’t think 

is huge. Now if there is a big recession, the lost revenue from that will be a big issue.”

Weaker economic activity will mean less tax revenue. Prof Perotti thinks the government will use it as an excuse to 

get more leeway in the continuing discussions that Italy is having with the European Commission about getting its 

finances into line with the rules.

But Italy probably can’t expect very much help from monetary policy, which is in the hands of the European Central 

Bank. Interest rates are already very low: one of the ECB’s main rates is below zero. In any event, Prof Perotti thinks 

it will only act if “things get very ugly for the whole of the eurozone”.

At the moment, Italy looks like the economy most exposed to the consequences of the new coronavirus and one with 

many other pre-existing challenges. But if the spread continues, then Italy might not look like such a special case 

for long.
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Italian immigrants to the United States from 1890 on-

ward became a part of what is known as “New Immigration,” 

which is the third and largest wave of immigration from Europe 

and consisted of Slavs, Jews, and Italians. This “New Immigra-

tion” was a major change from the “Old Immigration” which con-

sisted of Germans, Irish, British, and Scandinavians and occurred 

throughout the 19th century.

Between 1900 and 1915, 3 million Italians immigrated to Ameri-

ca, which was the largest nationality of “new immigrants.” These 

immigrants, mostly artisans and peasants, represented all re-

gions of Italy, but mainly came from the mezzogiorno, Southern 

Italy. Between 1876 

and 1930, out of the 

5 million immigrants 

who came to the 

United States, 4/5 

were from the South, 

representing such 

regions as Calabria, 

Campania, Abruzzi, 

Molise, and Sicily. 

The majority (2/3 of 

the immigrant popu-

lation) were farm laborers or laborers, or contadini. The laborers 

were mostly agricultural and did not have much experience in in-

dustry such as mining and textiles. The laborers who did work in 

industry had come from textile factories in Piedmont and Tuscany 

and mines in Umbria and Sicily.

Though the majority of Italian immigrants were laborers, a small 

population of craftsmen also immigrated to the United States. 

They comprised less than 20% of all Italian immigrants and en-

joyed a higher status than that of the contadini. The majority of 

craftsmen was from the South and could read and write; they in-

cluded carpenters, brick layers, masons, tailors, and barbers.

  

1913 was the year where a record high of Italian citizens 

immigrated to the United States. Most of these emigrants came 

from Northern Italy, but more came per capita from the South. 

Due to the large numbers of Italian immigrants, Italians became 

a vital component of the organized labor supply in America. They 

comprised a large segment of the following three labor forces: 

mining, textiles, and clothing manufacturing. In fact, Italians were 

the largest immigrant population to work in the mines. In 1910, 

20,000 Italians were employed in mills in Massachusetts and 

Rhode Island.

An interesting feature of Italian immigrants to the United States 

between 1901 and 

1920 was the high 

percentage that re-

turned to Italy after 

they had earned 

money in the United 

States. About 50% 

of Italians repatri-

ated, which meant 

that often times the 

immigrants did not 

care about learning 

English or assimilating into American society because they new 

that they would not remain in America permanently. The work 

system into which Italians entered demonstrates this fact clearly. 

For, the newly arrived immigrants found a padrone, a boss and 

middleman between the immigrants and American employers. 

The padrone was an immigrant from Italy who had been living 

in America for a while. He was useful for immigrants because he 

provided lodging, handled savings, and found work for the immi-

grants. All in all, he helped American employers by organizing a 

supply of labor.
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WHO TRAVELED TO AMERICA?
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 More Italians have migrated to the United States than any other Europeans. 
Poverty, overpopulation, and natural disaster all spurred Italian emigration. Begin-
ning in the 1870s, Italian birthrates rose and death rates fell. Population pressure 
became severe, especially in Il Mezzogiorno, the southern and poorest provinces of 
Italy. As late as 1900, the illiteracy rate in southern Italy was 70 percent, ten times 
the rate in England, France, or Germany. The Italian government was dominated by 
northerners, and southerners were hurt by high taxes and high protective tariffs on 
northern industrial goods. Southerners also suffered from a scarcity of cultivatable 
land, soil erosion and deforestation, and a lack of coal and iron ore needed by indus-
try.

Unlike the Irish Catholics, southern Italians suffered from exploitation by people of 
the same nationality and religion. Rather than leading to group solidarity, this situa-
tion led to a reliance on family, kin, and village ties. Life in the South revolved around 
la famiglia (the family) and l’ordine della famiglia (the rules of family behavior and 
responsibility).

Natural disasters rocked southern Italy during the early 20th century. Mount Vesu-
vius erupted and buried a town near Naples. Then Mount Etna erupted. Then in 1908 
an earthquake and tidal wave swept through the Strait of Messina between Sicily and 
the Italian mainland, killing more than 100,000 people in the city of Messina alone.

ITALIANS HAD A LONG HISTORY OF MIGRAT-
ING TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES AS A WAY OF 

COPING WITH POVERTY AND DISLOCATION. 
DURING THE 19TH CENTURY, MORE ITALIANS 

MIGRATED TO SOUTH AMERICAN THAN TO 
NORTH AMERICA. THE EARLIEST ITALIAN 

IMMIGRANTS TO THE UNITED STATES WERE 
NORTHERN ITALIANS, WHO BECAME PROM-

INENT AS FRUIT MERCHANTS IN NEW YORK 
AND WINE GROWERS IN CALIFORNIA. LATER, 

MORE AND MORE MIGRANTS CAME FROM 
THE SOUTH AND THE COMMUNITIES AND IN-
STITUTIONS THEY FORMED REFLECTED THE 
REGION’S FRAGMENTATION. ITALIAN IMMI-

GRANTS ESTABLISHED HUNDREDS OF MUTUAL 
AID SOCIETIES, BASED ON KINSHIP AND PLACE 

OF BIRTH.
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Many Italian immigrants never planned to 
stay in the United States permanently. The 
proportion returning to Italy varied be-
tween 11 percent and 73 percent. Unlike 
most earlier immigrants to America, they 
did not want to farm, which implied a per-
manence that did not figure in their plans. 
Instead, they headed for cities, where la-
bor was needed and wages were relatively 
high. Expecting their stay in America to be 
brief, Italian immigrants lived as inexpen-
sively as possible under conditions that 
native-born families considered intolera-
ble.

Italian immigrants were particularly likely 
to take heavy construction jobs. About half 
of all late 19th century Italian immigrants 
were manual laborers, compared to a third 
of their Irish and a seventh of their German 
counterparts. Contracted out by a profes-
sional labor broker known as a padrone, 
Italians dug tunnels, laid railroad tracks, 
constructed bridges and roads, and erect-
ed the first skyscrapers. As early as 1890, 
90 percent of New York City’s public works 
employees and 99 percent of Chicago’s 
street workers were Italian. Many Italian 
immigrant women worked, but almost nev-
er as domestic servants. Many took piece 
work into their homes as a way of recon-
ciling the conflicting needs to earn money 
and maintain a strong family life.

ITALIAN IMMIGRATION
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For Italians, like other immigrant groups, poli-
tics, entertainment, sports, crime, and especially 
small business served as ladders for upward mo-
bility. Italian American politicians, however, were 
hindered by a lack of ethnic cohesiveness. Italian 
Americans achieved notable success in both clas-
sical and popular music. Italian Americans were 
particularly successful in areas that did not require 
extensive formal education such as sales and small 
business ownership. They tended to be under-rep-
resented in professional occupations requiring ex-
tensive education.

For many Italian immigrants, migration to the Unit-
ed States could not be interpreted as a rejection of 
Italy. In reality, it was a defense of the Italian way 
of life, for the money sent home helped to preserve 
the traditional order. Rather than seeking perma-
nent homes, they desired an opportunity to work 
for a living, hoping to save enough money to return 
to a better life in the country of their birth.

 

Historians use the phrase “birds of passage” to 
describe immigrants who never intended to make 
the United States their permanent home. Una-
ble to earn a livelihood in their home countries, 
they were migratory laborers. Most were young 
men in their teens and twenties, who planned to 
work, save money, and return home. They left 
behind their parents, young wives, and children, 
indications that their absence would not be long. 
Before 1900 an estimated 78 percent of Italian 
immigrants were men. Many of them traveled to 
America in the early spring, worked until late fall, 
and then returned to the warmer climates of their 
southern European homes winter. Overall, 20 to 
30 percent of Italian immigrants returned to Italy 
permanently. 
The same forces of population pressure, unem-
ployment, and the breakdown of agrarian societies 
sent Chinese, French Canadians, Greeks, Japa-
nese, Mexicans, and Slavs to the United States. 
Yet while these migrants tended to view them-
selves as “sojourners,” as temporary migrants, 
most would stay in the United States permanently.

FROM DIGITAL HISTORY
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THE UNITED STATES’S CHANGING FACE

TODAY, IMMIGRATION TO THE UNITED STATES IS AT ITS 
HIGHEST LEVEL SINCE THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY. SOME 
10 MILLION LEGAL AND UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS 
ENTERED THE COUNTRY DURING THE 1980S, EXCEEDING 
THE PREVIOUS HIGH OF NINE MILLION BETWEEN 1900 AND 
1910.
SHAPED BY AN UNPRECEDENTED WAVE OF IMMIGRANTS 
FROM LATIN AMERICA, ASIA AND AFRICA, THE FACE OF 
THE UNITED STATES HAS CHANGED IN THE SPACE OF 20 
YEARS. IN 1996, NEARLY ONE IN TEN U.S. RESIDENTS WAS 
BORN IN ANOTHER COUNTRY, TWICE AS MANY AS IN 1970. 
SINCE 1965, WHEN THE UNITED STATES ENDED STRICT NA-
TIONAL IMMIGRATION QUOTAS, THE NUMBER OF HISPAN-
ICS IN THE UNITED STATES TRIPLED AND THE NUMBER OF 
ASIANS INCREASED NEARLY EIGHT-FOLD.

AS RECENTLY AS THE 1950S, TWO-THIRDS OF ALL IMMI-
GRANTS TO THE UNITED STATES CAME FROM EUROPE 
OR CANADA. TODAY, MORE THAN 80 PERCENT ARE LAT-
IN AMERICAN OR ASIAN. THE CHIEF SOURCES OF IMMI-
GRANTS ARE MEXICO, THE PHILIPPINES, CHINA, CUBA, 
AND INDIA. NEARLY HALF OF THE FOREIGN-BORN POPULA-
TION IS HISPANIC; A FIFTH IS ASIAN; A TWELFTH IS BLACK.

AS A RESULT OF MASSIVE IMMIGRATION, THE UNITED 
STATES IS BECOMING THE FIRST TRULY MULTI-RACIAL AD-
VANCED INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY IN WHICH EVERY RESIDENT 
WILL BE A MEMBER OF A MINORITY GROUP. CALIFORNIA 
RECENTLY BECAME THE FIRST STATE IN WHICH NO SINGLE 
ETHNIC GROUP OR RACE MAKES UP HALF OF THE POPU-
LATION.
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FASCIST PARTY FOUNDER

On March 23, 1919, Mussolini founded the Fas-

cist Party, which organized several right-wing 

groups into a single force. The fascist movement 

proclaimed opposition to social class discrimina-

tion and supported nationalist sentiments. Mus-

solini hoped to raise Italy to levels of its great 

Roman past.

MUSSOLINI’S RISE TO POWER
Mussolini criticized the Italian government for weakness at the Treaty of Versailles. Capitalizing 

on public discontent following World War I, he organized a paramilitary unit known as the “Black 

Shirts,” who terrorized political opponents and helped increase Fascist influence.

As Italy slipped into political chaos, Mussolini declared that only he could restore order and was 

given the authority in 1922 as prime minister. He gradually dismantled all democratic institutions. 

By 1925, he had made himself dictator, taking the title “Il Duce” (“the Leader”).

To his credit, Mussolini carried out an extensive public works program and reduced unemployment, 

making him very popular with the people.

INVASION OF ETHIOPIA

IN 1935, DETERMINED TO SHOW THE STRENGTH OF HIS REGIME, BENITO MUSSOLINI INVADED 

ETHIOPIA. THE ILL-EQUIPPED ETHIOPIANS WERE NO MATCH FOR ITALY’S MODERN TANKS AND 

AIRPLANES, AND THE CAPITAL, ADDIS ABABA, WAS QUICKLY CAPTURED. MUSSOLINI INCOR-

PORATED ETHIOPIA INTO THE NEW ITALIAN EMPIRE.

WORLD WAR II AND ADOLF HITLER

Impressed with Italy’s early military successes, German dictator Adolf Hitler sought to establish a 

relationship with Mussolini. Flattered by Hitler’s overtures, Mussolini interpreted the recent dip-

lomatic and military victories as proof of his genius. In 1939, Mussolini sent support to Fascists in 

Spain during the Spanish Civil War, hoping to expand his influence.
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 That same year, Italy and Germany signed a military alliance known as the “Pact of Steel.” With Italy’s resources stretched 

to capacity, many Italians believed Mussolini’s alliance with Germany would provide time to regroup. Influenced by Hitler, 

Mussolini instituted discrimination policies against the Jews in Italy. In 1940, Italy invaded Greece with some initial success.

Hitler’s invasion of Poland and declaration of war with Britain and France forced Italy into war, however, and exposed weak-

nesses in its military. Greece and North Africa soon fell, and only German military intervention in early 1941 saved Mussolini 

from a military coup.

At the Casablanca Conference in 1942, Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt devised a plan to take Italy out of the 

war and force Germany to move its troops to the Eastern Front against the Soviet Union. Allied forces secured a beachhead 

in Sicily and began marching up the Italian peninsula.

With pressure mounting, Mussolini was forced to resign on July 25, 1943, and was arrested; German commandos later res-

cued him. Mussolini then moved his government to northern Italy, hoping to regain his influence. On June 4, 1944, Rome was 

liberated by Allied forces, who marched on to take control of Italy.

DEATH

Mussolini and his mistress, Claretta Petacci, were executed on April 28, 1945, in Mezzegra (near Dongo), Italy, and their 

bodies were hung on display in a Milan plaza. Following the liberation of Rome by Allied forces, the pair had attempted to 

escape to Switzerland but were captured by the Italian underground on April 27, 1945.

The Italian masses greeted Mussolini’s death without regret. Mussolini had promised his people Roman glory, but his mega-

lomania had overcome his common sense, BRINGING THEM ONLY WAR AND MISERY.



 

RESOURCES FROM THE WEB

Thousands of people around the world who qualify for Italian Citizenship 

are currently exploring the possibility to become dual citizens.  Not only does 

it reconnect you with your Italian Heritage and Homeland, but it also allows 

you to be eligible to work, live and study in the European Union countries 

without the need for a Visa.  Other benefits that you will accrue by having 

Italian Dual Citizenship include: transferring citizenship to all your children 

under 18, public education available to all EU citizens, and if you later reside 

in Italy, you will have easier access to public health care.  By becoming an 

Italian Citizen, you will still maintain your US Citizenship.

APPLY FOR ITALIAN CITIZENSHIP

OUR COMPREHENSIVE “START-TO-FINISH PRO-

GRAM” INCLUDES GATHERING OF REQUIRED ITALIAN 

& US VITAL RECORDS, NATURALIZATION PAPERS, 

APOSTILLES AND TRANSLATIONS. WE PROVIDE FULL 

ASSISTANCE, INCLUDING PREPARATION FOR YOUR 

CONSULATE INTERVIEW!

RESEARCH YOUR FAMILY TREE

DISCOVER THE COMPLETE STORY OF YOUR ITAL-

IAN ROOTS! OUR GENEALOGISTS BRING YOU INTRI-

CATE DETAILS ABOUT THE LIVES OF YOUR ANCES-

TORS AND PRESENT DAY FAMILY. YOU WILL RECEIVE 

A FAMILY BOOK WITH FIRST-HAND RESEARCH RE-

SULTS & PHOTOS OF YOUR ANCESTRAL TOWN.
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http://www.myitalianfamily.com


 

ORDER ITALIAN DOCUMENTS

WHEN APPLYING FOR ITALIAN CITIZENSHIP, YOU’LL 

NEED TO GATHER ITALIAN VITAL RECORDS TO PROVE YOUR 

ANCESTOR WAS INDEED BORN IN ITALY. HERE YOU CAN 

ORDER BIRTH, MARRIAGE, DEATH, CERTIFICATE OF CITI-

ZENSHIP, CERTIFICATE POSITIVE/NEGATIVE RECORDS.

THEY ARE THOROUGH AND COMPLETE!

“My Italian Family really knows what they are doing and are very thorough. They helped me 

and my son get our Italian citizenship and presented the finalized documents to take to the 

Italian consulate in a very organized folder. Getting Italian Citizenship is a lengthy process 

and will not happen overnight but My Italian Family team will make sure it happens! “

Maria Teresa S.

TOLL FREE TEL: 888 472 0171
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                    KLAUS DAVI

 

CONSULATES IN THE USA

BOSTON
CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN BOSTON

CONSUL GENERAL: FEDERICA SERENI

600 ATLANTIC AVE.

BOSTON, MA 02210

TEL.: (617) 722-9201/02/03

FAX: (617) 722-9407

E-MAIL: URP.BOSTON@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND, VERMONT.

CHICAGO
CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN CHICAGO

CONSUL GENERAL: GIUSEPPE FINOCCHIARO

500 NORTH MICHIGAN AVE., SUITE 1850

CHICAGO, IL 60611

TEL.: (312) 467-1550

FAX: (312) 467-1335

E-MAIL: ITALCONS.CHICAGO@ESTERI.IT 

JURISDICTION: COLORADO, ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS, MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA, NORTH DA-

KOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, WISCONSIN, WYOMING

DETROIT
CONSULATE OF ITALY IN DETROIT

CONSUL: MARIA MANCA

BUHL BUILDING

535 GRISWOLD, SUITE 1840

DETROIT, MI 48226

TEL.: (313) 963-8560

FAX: (313) 963-8180

E-MAIL: INFORM.DETROIT@ESTERI.IT
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mailto:E-mail: urp.boston@esteri.it
mailto:E-mail: italcons.chicago@esteri.it  
mailto:E-mail: inform.detroit@esteri.it


Klaus Davi

 

CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN PHILADELPHIA

CONSUL GENERAL: PIER ATTINIO FORLANO

150 S. INDEPENDENCE MALL WEST

SUITE 1026

PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106-3410

TEL.: (215) 592-7329

FAX: (215) 592-9808

E-MAIL RELATIONS WITH PUBLIC OFFICE: URP.FILADELFIA@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE, NORTH CAROLINA, WEST VIRGINIA, NEW JERSEY (ONLY THE FOLLOWING 

COUNTIES: ATLANTIC, BURLINGTON, CAMDEN, CAPE MAY, CUMBERLAND, GLOUCESTER, OCEAN AND SALEM. THE RE-

MAINING COUNTIES ARE UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE CONSULATE GENERAL IN NEW YORK), MARYLAND (EXCEPT 

FOR THE COUNTIES OF MONTGOMERY AND PRINCE GEORGE WHICH FALL UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE CONSULAR 

SECTION OF THE EMBASSY) AND VIRGINIA (EXCEPT FOR THE COUNTIES OF ARLINGTON AND FAIRFAX WHICH ARE ALSO 

UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE EMBASSY).

HOUSTON
CONSULATE GENERAL IN HOUSTON

CONSUL GENERAL: FEDERICO CIATTAGLIA

1300 POST OAK BLVD., SUITE 660

HOUSTON, TX 77056

TEL.: (713) 850-7520

FAX: (713) 850-9113

E-MAIL: ITALCONS.HOUSTON@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA, OKLAHOMA, TEXAS

LOS ANGELES
CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN LOS ANGELES

CONSUL GENERAL: SILVIA CHIAVE

1900 AVENUE OF THE STARS, SUITE 1250, LOS ANGELES, CA 90067

TEL: (310) 820-0622

FAX: (310) 820-0727

E-MAIL: CONSOLATO.LOSANGELES@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA (THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES: IMPERIAL VALLEY, KERN, LOS ANGELES, ORANGE, 

RIVERSIDE, SANTA BARBARA, SAN BERNARDINO, SAN DIEGO, SAN LUIS OBISPO, VENTURA), NEW MEXICO, NEVADA.

 

PIHILADELPHIA
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MIAMI
CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN MIAMI

CONSUL GENERAL: CRISTIANO MUSILLO

4000 PONCE DE LEÓN BLVD., SUITE 590

CORAL GABLES, FL 33146

TEL.: (305) 374-6322 MAIN NUMBER

FAX: (305) 374-7945

E-MAIL: ITALIANCONSULATE.MIAMI@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: ALABAMA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS, CAYMAN ISLANDS, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, 

ISLAND OF SABA, MISSISSIPPI, PUERTO RICO, ST. MAARTEN, ST. EUSTATIUS, SOUTH CAR-

OLINA, TURKS AND CAICOS, U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS, JAMAICA AND COMMONWEALTH OF THE 

BAHAMAS (DM N. 546/BIS DATED 09.24.2014 - G.U. N. 246 DATED 10.22.2014).

NEW YORK
CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN NEW YORK

CONSUL GENERAL: FRANCESCO GENUARDI

690 PARK AVE. NEW YORK, NY 10065

TEL.: (212) 737-9100

FAX: (212) 249-4945

E-MAIL: INFO.NEWYORK@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: NEW YORK, CONNECTICUT, NEW JERSEY (THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES: BER-

GEN, ESSEX, HUDSON, HUNTERDON, MERCER, MIDDLESEX, MONMOUTH, MORRIS, PASSAIC, 

SOMERSET, SUSSEX, UNION, WARREN) AND THE BRITISH TERRITORIES OF BERMUDA ISLANDS
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SAN FRANCISCO

CONSULATE GENERAL OF ITALY IN SAN FRANCISCO

CONSUL GENERAL: LORENZO ORTONA

2590 WEBSTER ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115

TEL.: (415) 292-9200

FAX: (415) 931-7205

E-MAIL: IT.SANFRANCISCO@ESTERI.IT

JURISDICTION: ALASKA, CALIFORNIA (EXCEPT THE FOLLOWING COUNTIES: IMPERIAL VAL-

LEY, KERN, LOS ANGELES, ORANGE, RIVERSIDE, SAN DIEGO, SANTA BARBARA, SAN BER-

NARDINO, SAN LUIS OBISPO AND VENTURA, WHICH FALL WITHIN THE JURISDICTION OF THE 

CONSULATE GENERAL IN LOS ANGELES), IDAHO, MONTANA, OREGON, UTAH, WASHINGTON, 

HAWAI’I. ALSO, THE FOLLOWING AMERICAN TERRITORIES OF: GUAM, NORTHERN MARIANA 

ISLANDS, SAMOA, WAKE ISLAND, MIDWAYS ISLANDS, JOHNSTON ATOLL.

WASHINGTON
CONSULAR OFFICE WITHIN THE EMBASSY OF ITALY IN WASHINGTON DC

3000 WHITEHAVEN STREET, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C., 20008

TEL.: +1 (202) 612-4450

FAX: +1 (202) 518-2141

CONSULAR JURISDICTION: DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND (ONLY MONTGOMERY AND 

PRINCE GEORGE’S COUNTIES), VIRGINIA (ONLY ARLINGTON AND FAIRFAX COUNTIES AND 

THE CITIES OF ALEXANDRIA, FALLS CHURCH, AND FAIRFAX). ALL OTHER COUNTIES IN MAR-

YLAND AND IN VIRGINIA FALL UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF 

ITALY IN PHILADELPHIA.
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RECOGNITION OF AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS IN ITALY

EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS

FOREIGN DEGREES ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY RECOGNIZED IN ITALY.THE FIRST STEP TO OBTAIN 

EQUIVALENCY WITH THE CORRESPONDING ITALIAN DEGREE, IS TO REQUEST A DECLARATION OF 

VALUE TO THE ITALIAN CONSULATE WHICH HAS JURISDICTION OVER THE TERRITORY WHERE THE 

EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, ATTENDED BY THE STUDENT, IS RECOGNIZED. AFTER OBTAINING THE 

DECLARATION OF VALUE, YOU CAN PRESENT A REQUEST FOR ACQUIRING  EQUIVALENCY TO THE 

COMPETENT ITALIAN AUTHORITIES (DEPENDING ON THE CASE, IT COULD THE MINISTRY OF EDU-

CATION, UNIVERSITY AND RESEARCH OR THE INDIVIDUAL SCHOOLS).

GENERALLY, THE DECLARATION OF VALUE CAN BE ISSUE FOR EDUCATIONAL CREDENTIALS OB-

TAINED FROM A SCHOOL THAT IS RECOGNIZED IN THE US BY AN ACCREDITATION AGENCY REG-

ISTERED WITH THE US DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. FOR A COMPLETE LIST, CLICK HERE. FOR 

SPECIAL CASES, CONTACT US VIA EMAIL AT UFFSTUD.WASHINGTON@ESTERI.IT.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE VALIDATION OF FOREIGN DEGREES IN ITALY, PLEASE CONSULT 

THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION’S WEBSITE BY CLICKING 

HERE.

TO APPLY FOR A DECLARATION OF VALUE, YOU WILL HAVE TO FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW 

BASED ON YOUR LEVEL OF EDUCATION:

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

MIDDLE SCHOOL: GRADES VI, VII AND VIII

HIGH SCHOOL: GRADES IX, X, XI AND XII

ITALIAN HIGH SCHOOL EXCHANGE STUDENTS

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

MASTER’S DEGREE

PH.D. DEGREE

mailto:uffstud.washington@esteri.it.
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PRIME MINISTER OF ITALY GIUSEPPE CONTE AND PRESIDENT TRUMP DURING THE JOINT 

PRESS CONFERENCE AT THE WHITE HOUSE (WASHINGTON, JULY 30TH 2018)

THE BILATERAL RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY AND THE UNITED STATES HAVE 

DEEP HISTORICAL ROOTS. TODAY, THEY ARE GROUNDED IN A VAST AND CAP-

ILLARY NETWORK OF RELATIONSHIPS NOT ONLY BETWEEN INSTITUTIONS, BUT 

ALSO BETWEEN LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, CIVIL SOCIETIES, PRODUCTION SYS-

TEMS, ACADEMIC, CULTURAL AND SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATIONS, AND THE CIT-

IZENS OF BOTH COUNTRIES. THESE RELATIONS ALSO RELY ON A COMPLEX SET 

OF AGREEMENTS IN EFFECT. THEY CAN BE CONSULTED IN ITALIAN ON THE DA-

TABASE “ATRIO”.

THESE PAGES OFFER AN OUTLINE OF THIS THRIVING AND EVOLVING FRAME-

WORK OF RELATIONSHIPS, AND ESPECIALLY HOW AND WHAT THE ITALIAN EM-

BASSY AND THE CONSULAR NETWORK DO, DAY IN AND DAY OUT, TO FURTHER 

CONSOLIDATE THE GREAT FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN ITALY AND THE U.S.
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ITALIAN CULTURE & LANGUAGE
Cultural relations between Italy and the United States find fertile ground in a multifaceted network of partner-

ships between government, universities, research institutions, cultural institutions, associations, schools, and 

enterprises of the two countries. These are all collaborations which the Italian diplomatic network in the U.S. 

has helped build and strengthen throughout the years. The large and accomplished community of Italian Amer-

icans has also been an active force in ex-

panding cultural relations even further.

Cultural cooperation activities coordinat-

ed by the Embassy in Washington draws 

support from the network of Italian con-

sulates in the U.S. And the Italian Cul-

tural Institute in New York, Washington, 

Los Angeles, Chicago, and San Francisco. 

Starting points for a trip to discover Italy 

are:

Facebook: ItalyinUS 

Twitter: @ItalyinUS

For our digital diplomacy activity in the US: http://www.twiplomacy.it/ 

Social Media Hub: http://www.twiplomacy.it/usa 

Hashtag #ITcultureUS   

Language: cultivating heritage and enjoying the Italian lifestyle

The number of students in Italian classes in U.S. universities has increased from almost 50 thousand in 1990 

to over 71 thousand in 2013. (data from Modern Language Association – MLA). Of the major modern languages 

taught in U.S. universities, Italian is in fourth place. Also on the rise is the number of students in primary and 

secondary schools who are studying Italian (103,598 in 2013). Italy is the second most popular destination for 

U.S. students in study abroad programs (following Great Britain), in numbers reaching 29,848 in 2013. (statis-

tics from the Institute of International Education).

Among the reasons for this success are the presence in the United States of a large community of Italian de-

scendants who wish to learn more about their heritage and the recognized link between the Italian language and 

culture and its function as a gateway to the “Italian lifestyle.”

http:// ItalyinUS 
mailto: @ItalyinUS
 http://www.twiplomacy.it/ 
http://www.twiplomacy.it/usa 
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SCHOLARSHIPS: Below is a partial listing of associations that promote Italian language and culture 

through scholarships:

AATI – American Association of Teachers of Italian

COPILAS – The National Council for the Promotion of the Italian Language in American Schools

ILF – Italian Language Foundation

ILICA – Italian Language Inter-Cultural Alliance

NIAF – National Italian American Foundation

OSIA – Order Sons of Italy in America

UNICO National

Schools offering Italiana as part of the curricula:  click here.

Universities with Italian programs and/or courses: more information is available at the website of the Mod-

ern Language Association – MLA.

Advanced Placement Program Italian (AP-Italian): high school students can earn university credits through 

the AP-Italian program. For more information: click here.

Student Affairs Offices and the Enti Gestori:

A Student Affairs Office is present at the Embassy and at each Consulate. They are supported in their work 

by the Enti Gestori, local non-profits that receive funds from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 

Cooperation to establish Italian programs in schools. For contact information: click here.

Language Observatory: agency whose purpose is to establish and monitor strategies to promote the teaching 

and learning of Italian (including AP Italian) in the USA. For more information: click here.

FAQS: would you like to teach Italian in the USA? Are you looking for a school where your children can learn 

Italian? Are your educational credentials valid in the USA and vice-versa?.  

I SOLISTI VENETI IN CONCERT AT THE EMBASSY APRIL 25, 2018
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Auschwitz II-Birkenau gatehouse; the 
train track, in operation May–October 
1944, led directly to the gas chambers.

The Auschwitz concentration camp (Konzentrationslager 
Auschwitz) was a complex of over 40 concentration and ex-
termination camps operated by Nazi Germany in occupied 
Poland during World War II and the Holocaust. It consisted 
of Auschwitz I, the main camp (Stammlager) in Oświęcim; 
Auschwitz II-Birkenau, a concentration and extermination 
camp built with several gas chambers; Auschwitz III-Monow-
itz, a labor camp created to staff a factory for the chemical 
conglomerate IG Farben; and dozens of subcamps.[3] The 
camps became a major site of the Nazis’ Final Solution to 
the Jewish Question.
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